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The study of spatial cognition in psychology and cognitive neuroscience aims at identifying the neural and computational 
mechanisms underlying spatial behaviors such as homing (returning to the starting point of an excursion),wayfinding,or 
pointing to invisible targets from memory. As always in the empirical sciences, minimal, or parsimonious explanations are 
sought that make no unnecessary assumptions about the neural mechanisms or memory formats. One such memory 
format is  the so-called homing vectorla vector pointing from the agent's current position back to the starting point of an 
excursion. The existence of more complex memory structures called cognitive maps is  supported by experiments 
involving multiple places, routes, and goals.The paper introduces Virtual Reality as a method for studying human spatial 
cognition, describes two sample experiments, and sketches an overall theory of human spatial memory supported by 
empirical evidence. 

1,,+,$&9nition and behavior 
Cognitive competence of the human brain supports a 

wealth of complex behaviors including object recognition, lan- 
guage production and understanding,problem solving,or nav- 
igation and orientation in space, to name just a few. In order to 
assess the information processing underlying this performance, 
it is crucial to carry out behavioral experiments where both the 
sensory input and the behavior are quantitatively controlled. 
Classical psychophysics is a technique for achieving this control 
in rather restricted sensory and behavioral contexts: subjects 
are often seated in a chair, their head fixed in a head rest and 
behavior is restricted to hitting buttons.Clearly,this is appropri- 
ate for many questions in perception and visual cognition, but 
not necessarily for the study of other behaviors such as spatial 
navigation. 

I 
Figure 1:lnteraction of an organism's sensors and effectors with each other 
and with the environment. a. lnternalregulation or homeostasis. 
b. Acquisitory behaviors (e.g.,eye movements). c. Theaction-perceptioncycle 
proper involves changes to the environment and the monitoring of these 
changes via the senses. 

Natural behavior is always embedded in the perception-ac- 
tion-cycle depicted in Figure 1. Sensory stimuli are perceived 
and processed to elicit actions, but these actions in turn change 

the input to the organism.Therefore,in order to carry out com- 
plex behavioral experiments in sufficiently controlled condi- 
tions, it is important to control the entire perception-action-cy- 
cle.One technique for doing so is virtual rea1ity.k combines rea- 
sonable realism and interactivity (that is: perception-action 
coupling) with complete control by the experimenter. A com- 
parison with other experimental approaches is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

In this paper we will give examples of the application of vir- 
tual reality technology in experiments on human spatial cogni- 
tion.The memory structures discussed are the following 

The homing vector is a (two dimensional) vector pointing 
from the current position to "home", i.e.to the starting point 
of an excursion. 
A cognitive map vector is a similar vector pointing from the 
current position to an arbitrary point of interest. 
A route is a sequence of movements and maybe landmarks 
encountered during the sequence. 
A cognitive map is a flexible,rich memory structure allowing 
planning of routes.For a general introduction to the mecha- 
nisms of biological navigation, see Mallot (2000). 

pjming a cognitive map vector of a 
visited location 

2.1 Idea of the experiment 

The first experiment we present is concerned with how a 
person forms a cognitive map vector of a visited location using 
information about hidher self-motion. For example, suppose a 
person ventures from a hotel in an unfamiliar city and,while ex- 
ploring the city,comes across some point of interest, like a mu- 
seum. 
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